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Abstract

The synchronous modeling paradigm provides strong ex-
ecution correctness guarantees to embedded system de-
sign while making minimal environmental assumptions. In
most related frameworks, global execution correctness is
achieved by ensuring endochrony: the insensitivity of (logi-
cal) time in the system from (real) time in the environment.
Interestingly, endochrony can be statically checked, mak-
ing it fast to ensure design correctness. Unfortunately, en-
dochrony is not preserved by composition, making it dif-
ficult to exploit with component-based design concepts in
mind. Compositionality can be achieved by weakening the
objective of endochrony but at the cost of an exhaustive
state-space exploration. This raise a tradeoff between per-
formance and precision. Our aim is to balance it by propos-
ing a formal design methodology that adheres to a weak-
ened global design objective: the non-blocking composi-
tion of weakly endochronous processes, while preserving
local endochrony objectives. This yields an ad-hoc yet cost-
efficient approach to compositional synchronous modeling.

1 Introduction

The synchronous paradigm to embedded system design
provides strong execution correctness guarantees while re-
quiring minimal assumptions on the execution environment.
In most synchronous formalisms, this is achieved by locally
verifying that computation (in the system) is insensitive to
communication delays (from the environment), i.e., that the
system is endochronous (“time is defined from inside”).

Example Processfilter emitsx every time the value of its
inputy changes. Output tagst2,4 are timely related to input
tagst1..4: Processfilter is endochronous.

y : (t1,1)(t2,0)(t3,0)(t4,1) → x = filter(y) → x : (t2,1)(t4,1)

In the data-flow formalism Signal, for instance, design is
driven by the safety objective of endochrony: endochrony
guarantees a synchronization of computations and commu-
nications that is independent of possible network latency.

Unfortunately, endochrony is not a compositional property:
it is not preserved by synchronous composition.

Example The synchronous composition offilter with an
endochronous merge equation (to mean “d equals ifc then
y elsez”) is no longer endochronous: timing of the output
d is not related to one of the inputsc andy.

c :(t0,0)(t2,1)(t4,1)
y : (t2,1)(t4,1)
z :(t0,1)

→ d=merge(c,y,z) → d : (t0,1)(t2,1)(t4,1)

In [11], it is shown that compositionality can be achieved
by weakening the objective of endochrony: a weakly en-
dochronous system is a deterministic system that can per-
form independent communications in any order as long as
this does not alter its state (i.e. it satisfies the diamond prop-
erty). It is further shown that the non-blocking composition
of weakly endochronous processes is isochronous.

Example The untimed asynchronous composition of pro-
cessesfilter and merge is isochronous: synchronous and
asynchronous compositions yield the same flow of values.

x : 1 0 0 1
c : 0 1 1 0
z : 1 0 1 0

→ x = filter(y) ‖ d = merge(c, y, z) → d : 1 1 1 0

However, checking that a system is weakly en-
dochronous requires an exhaustive exploration of its state-
space to guarantee that its behavior is independent from
the order of inbound communications. This raises a trade-
off between performance (incurred by state-space explo-
ration) and flexibility (gained from compositionality). We
aim at balancing this trade-off by proposing a formal de-
sign methodology that weakens the global design objec-
tive (non-blocking composition) and preserves design ob-
jectives secured locally (by accepting endochronous com-
ponents). Our approach consists in globally maintaining a
compositional design objective (non-blocking composition)
while preserving properties secured locally (endochrony).
This yields a less general yet cost-efficient approach to com-
positional modeling that is able to encompass most of the
practical engineering situations. It is particularly aimed at
efficiently reusing most of the existing program analysis and
compilation algorithms of Signal. To support the present



design methodology, we have designed a simple controller
synthesis and code generation scheme [10].

The article starts in Section 2 with an introduction to
Signal and its polychronous model of computation. Sec-
tion 3 defines the necessary analysis framework and Sec-
tion 4 gives our contribution. We review related works in
Section 5 and conclude. A technical report [14] details all
formal definitions and proofs outlined in the present article.

2 An introduction to Polychrony

In Signal, a process (writtenP or Q) consists of the syn-
chronous composition (notedP ||Q) of equations on signals
(written x = y f z). A signalx represents an infinite flow
of values. It is sampled according to the discrete pace of its
clock, notedx̂. An equationx = y f z defines the output
signalx by the relation of its input signalsy andz through
the operatorf . A process defines the simultaneous solution
of the equations it is composed of.

P,Q ::= x = y f z | P ||Q | P/x (process)

There are several kinds of equations. A functional equa-
tion x = y f z defines an (arithmetic or boolean) relationf
between its operandsy, z and resultx. A delayx = y pre v
initially definesx by the valuev and then by thaty had
last time it was evaluated. In a delay equation, the signals
x andy are synchronous: simultaneously present or simul-
taneously absent at all times. A samplingx = y when z
definesx by y whenz is true. In a sampling equation, the
output signalx is present iff both input signalsy andz are
present andz holds the valuetrue. A mergex = y default z
definesx by y wheny is present and byz otherwise. In a
merge equation, the output signal is present iff either of the
input signalsy or z is present. The processP/x restricts
the lexical scope of the signalx to the processP . In the
remainder, we writeV(P ) for the set of free signal namesx
of P (they occur in an equation ofP and their scope is not
restricted). A free signal is an output iff it occurs on the left
hand-side of an equation. Otherwise, it is an input signal.

Example We define the processfilter depicted in Sec-
tion 1. It receives a boolean input signaly and produces an
output signalx every time the value of the input changes.
The local signalz holds the previous value of the inputy at
all times. Wheny first arrive,z is initialized to true. Ify
andz differ then the outputx is true, otherwise it is absent.

x=filter(y) def= (x= true when (y 6=z) || z=y pre true ) /z

Model of computation The formal semantics of Signal
in the polychronous model of computation is defined in [7].
Informally, symbolic tagst or u denote periods in time dur-
ing which execution takes place. Time is defined by a partial
order relation≤ on tags (t ≤ u means thatt occurs before

u). A chain is a totally ordered set of tags and defines the
clock of a signal: it samples its values over a series of to-
tally related tags. Events, signals, behaviors and processes
are defined as follows:

- aneventis the pair of a tagt ∈ T and a valuev ∈ V
- asignal is a function from achainof tags to values
- abehaviorb is a function from names to signals
- aprocessp is a set of behaviors of same domain
- a reactionr is a behavior with one time tagt

Example The meaning of processfilter is denoted by a set
of behaviors on the signalsx andy. Line one, below, we
choose a behavior for the input signaly of the equation.
Line two defines the meaning of the local signalz by the
previous value ofy. Notice that it is synchronous toy (it
has the same set of tags). Line three, the output signalx is
defined at the time tagsti at whichy andz hold different
values, as expected in the previous example.

y 7→ (t1, 1) (t2, 0) (t3, 0) (t4, 1) (t5, 1) (t6, 0)
z 7→ (t1, 1) (t2, 1) (t3, 0) (t4, 0) (t5, 1) (t6, 1)
x 7→ (t2, 1) (t4, 1) (t6, 1)

Notations We use some of the notations formally defined
in [14]. We writeT (s) for the chain of tags of a signals
(resp. behaviorb, processp) andV(b) for the domain of a
behaviorb (resp. processp). The restriction of a behavior
b to a set of namesX is notedb|X and its complementary
b/X . Two behaviorsb and c are flow-equivalent, written
b ≈ c, iff they have the same domain and all signals carry
the same values in the same order. Two behaviorsb andc
areclock-equivalent, written b ∼ c, iff they are equal up to
an isomorphism on tags. For instance,(

y 7→(t1, 1)(t2, 0)(t3, 0)
x7→ (t2, 1)

)
≈

(
y 7→(u1, 1)(u2, 0)(u3, 0)
x7→(u1, 1)

)
(

y 7→(t1, 1)(t2, 0)(t3, 0)
x7→ (t2, 1)

)
∼

(
y 7→(u1, 1)(u3, 0)(u5, 0)
x7→ (u3, 1)

)
We say that two reactionr ands are independent iff they
have disjoint domains. Two independent reactions of same
time tagt can be merged, writtenr t s. Two reactions of
signal-wise related time tags can be concatenated, written
r · s, to form a behavior. For instance,

(y 7→ (t2, 0)) t (x 7→ (t2, 1)) = (y 7→ (t2, 0)x 7→ (t2, 1))(
y 7→(t1, 1)
x7→

)
·
(

y 7→(t2, 0)
x7→(t2, 1)

)
=

(
y 7→(t1, 1)(t2, 0)
x7→ (t2, 1)

)
Formal properties The formal properties considered in
the remainder pertain the insensitivity of timing relations in
a processp (its local clock relations) to external commu-
nication delays. The property of endochrony, Definition 1,
guarantees that the synchronization performed by a process
p is independent from latency in the network. Formally, let
I be a set of input signals ofp, whenever the processp ad-
mits two input behaviorsb|I andc|I that are assumed to be
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flow equivalent (timing relations have been altered by the
network) thenp always reconstructs the same timing rela-
tions inb andc (up to clock-equivalence).

Definition 1 A processp is endochronousiff there exists
I ⊂ V(p) s.t., for allb, c ∈ p, b|I≈c|I impliesb ∼ c.

Example To check that the filter is endochronous,
consider two of its possible traceb and c with flow-
equivalent input signalsb(y) = (t1, 1)(t2, 0)(t3, 0)(t4, 1)
andc(y) = (u1, 1)(u2, 0)(u3, 0)(u4, 1) (they share no tags,
but carry the same flow of values). The filter necessarily
constructs the output signalsb(x) = (t2, 1)(t4, 1) and
c(x) = (u2, 1)(u4, 1). One notices thatb and c are
equivalent by a bijection(ti 7→ ui)0<i<5 on tags: they are
clock-equivalent. Hence, the filter is endochronous. This is
no longer the case if it is composed with processmerge.

Definition 2, below, defines the compositional property
of weak endochrony in the polychronous model of compu-
tation. Informally, processp is weakly endochronous iff it is
deterministic and can perform independent reactionsr and
s in any order. Note that, by Definition 1, endochrony im-
plies weak-endochrony (e.g.filter is weakly endochronous).

Definition 2 A processp is weakly-endochronousiff
1. p is deterministic:∃I⊂V(p),∀b,c∈p, b|I =c|I ⇒ b=c
2. for all independent reactionsr ands, p satisfies:

(a) if b · r · s ∈ p thenb · s ∈ p
(b) if b · r ∈ p andb · s ∈ p thenb · (r t s) ∈ p
(c) if b · (r t s), b · (r t t) ∈ p thenb · r · s, b · r · t ∈ p

Example For instance, the synchronous composition of
processesfilter and merge is weakly endochronous: it is
deterministic and all combinations of reactions consisting
of the signalsx, y, z andc belong to its possible behaviors.

In [11], it is proved that weakly endochronous processes
p and q are isochronousif they are non-blocking (a lo-
cally synchronous reaction ofp or q yields a globally asyn-
chronous executionp ‖ q).

Definition 3 p andq are isochronousiff p || q ≈ p ‖ q

A processp is non-blocking iff, in any reachable state
(characterized by a behaviorb), it has a path to a stuttering
state (characterized by a reactionr). Notice that the com-
position offilter andmerge is non-blocking.

Definition 4 p is non-blockingiff ∀b ∈ p,∃r, b · r ∈ p

3 Formal analysis

For the purpose of program analysis and program trans-
formation, the control-flow tree and the data-flow graph of
multi-clocked Signal specifications are constructed. These
data structures manipulate clocks and signal names.

Clock and scheduling relations The clockc of a signal
denotes a series of instants (a chain of time tags). The clock
x̂ of a signalx denotes the instants at which the signalx
is present. The clock[x] (resp.[¬x]) denotes the instants
at whichx is present and holds the value true (resp. false).
A clock expressione is either the empty clock, noted0, a
signal clockc, or the conjunctione1 ∧ e2, the disjunction
e1 ∨ e2, the symmetric differencee1 \ e2 of e1 ande2.

c ::= x̂ | [x] | [¬x] (clock)
e ::= 0 | c | e1 ∧ e2 | e1 ∨ e2 | e1 \ e2 (clock expression)

a, b ::=x | x̂ (node)
R,S ::= c=e | a →c b | (R ||S) |R/x (timing relation)

Signals and clocks are related by synchronization and
scheduling relations, notedR. A scheduling relationa →c

b specifies that the calculation of the nodeb, a signal or a
clock, cannot be scheduled before that of the nodea when
the clockc is present. A clock relationc = e specifies that
the signal clockc is present iff the clock expressione is true.
Just as ordinary processesP , relationsR are subject to com-
positionR ||S and to restrictionR/x. The semantics of syn-
chronization and scheduling relations in the polychronous
model of computation is defined in [7].

Clock inference The inference systemP : R associates
a processP with its implicit timing relationsR. Deduction
starts from the assignment of clock relations to primitive
equations and is defined by induction on the structure ofP :
the deduction for compositionP ||Q and for P/x are are
induced by the deductionsP : R andQ : S for P andQ.

x = y pre v : (x̂ = ŷ)
x = y when z : (x̂ = ŷ ∧ [z] || y →x̂ x)

x = y default z : (x̂ = ŷ ∨ ẑ || y →ŷ x || z →ẑ\ŷ x)
x = y f z : (x̂ = ŷ = ẑ || y →x̂ x || z →x̂ x)

P : R ∧Q : S⇒P ||Q : R ||S P : R ⇒ P/x : R/x

In a delay equationx = y pre v, the input and output sig-
nals are synchronous, written̂x = ŷ, and do not have any
scheduling relation. In a sampling equationx = y when z,
the clock of the output signalx is defined by that of̂y and
sampled by[z]. The inputy is scheduled before the out-
put when botĥy and [z] are present, writteny →x̂ x. In
a merge equationx = y default z the output signalx is
present if either of the input signalsy or z are present. The
first input signaly is scheduled beforex when it is present,
writteny →ŷ x. Otherwisez is scheduled beforex, written
z →ẑ\ŷ x. A functional equationx = y f z synchronizes
and serializes its input and output signals.

We write R |= S to mean thatR satisfiesS in the
Boolean algebra in which timing relations are expressed:
compositionR ||S stands for conjunction and restriction
R/x for existential quantification (some examples are given
below). For all boolean signalx in V(R), we assume that
R |= x̂ = [x] ∨ [¬x] andR |= [x] ∧ [¬x] = 0.
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Example To outline the use of clock and scheduling re-
lation analysis in Signal, we consider the specification and
analysis of a one-place buffer. Processbuffer implements
two functionalities:flip andcurrent. The processflip syn-
chronizes the signalsx andy to the true and false values of
an alternating boolean signalt. The processcurrent stores
the value of an input signaly and loads it into the output
signalx upon request.

x=buffer(y)
def
= (x=current(y) || flip(x, y))

flip(x, y)
def
= (s= t pre true || t= not s || x̂=[t] || ŷ=[¬t]) /st

x=current(y)
def
=

(r=y default (r pre false ) ||x=r when x̂ || r̂= x̂ ∨ ŷ) /r

The processbuffer has three clock equivalence classes.
The clocksŝ, t̂ and r̂ are synchronous (i.e.̂r = ŝ = t̂ =
x̂ ∨ ŷ). Two other synchronization classes,x̂ = [t] and
ŷ = [¬t], are samples of the signalt.

Rbuffer
def=

(
x̂ = [t] || ŷ = [¬t] || r̂ = x̂ ∨ ŷ
s →ŝ t || y →ŷ r || r →x̂ x

)
/rst

From Rbuffer, we deducêr = t̂. Sincet is a boolean
signal,t̂ = [t] ∨ [¬t] (a signal is always true or false when
present). By definition ofRbuffer, x̂ = [t] and ŷ = [¬t] (x
andy are sampled fromt). Hence, we havêr = x̂ ∨ ŷ and
can deduce thatRbuffer |= (r̂ = t̂).

Clock hierarchy and scheduling graph The internal
data-structures manipulated by the Signal compiler for pro-
gram analysis and code generation consist of a clock hier-
archy and of a scheduling graph. The clock hierarchy rep-
resents the control-flow of a process by a partial order rela-
tion. The scheduling graph defines a fine-grained schedul-
ing of otherwise synchronous signals.

Definition 5 Thehierarchy� of a processP : R is the
transitive closure of the maximal relation defined by the fol-
lowing axioms and rules:

1. for all boolean signalsx, x̂ � [x] andx̂ � [¬x]
2. if R |= b = c thenb � c andc � b, writtenb ∼ c
3. if R |= b1 = c1 f c2, f ∈ {∧,∨, \}, b2 � c1, b2 � c2

andb2 is maximal (i.e.b2 = max�{b | c1 � b � c2}).
Example The hierarchy of the buffer is constructed by ap-
plication of the first and second rules of Definition 5. Rule
2 defines three clock equivalence classes{r̂, ŝ, t̂}, {x̂, [t]}
and{ŷ, [¬t]}. Rule 1 places the first class above the two
others and yields the following structure

{r̂, ŝ, t̂}

rrrrr
MMMMM

{x̂, [t]} {ŷ, [¬t]}
A well-formed hierarchy has no relationb � c that con-

tradicts Definition 5. For instance, the hierarchy of the pro-
cessx = y and z || z = y when y is ill-formed, sincêy ∼ [y].
A process with an ill-formed hierarchy may block.

Definition 6 A hierarchy� is ill-formed iff eitherx̂ � [x]
or x̂ � [¬x], for anyx, or b1 � b2 for any b1 = c1 f c2

such thatc1 � b2 � c2 andb2 � b1

A symmetric differencec \ d has a disjunctive form if
c andd have a common minimumb [2]. Timing relations
are in disjunctive form iff they has no clock defined by a
symmetric difference relation. For instance, suppose that
d ∼ [x] and thatc � b � d. Then, the expressionc \ d can
be eliminated because it can be expressed withc ∧ [¬x].
Definition 7 A processP of timingR and hierarchy� is
well-clockediff � is well-formed andR is disjunctive.

The transitive closure of scheduling relations inR is the
largest relation� defined by, 1) ifR |= a →c b thena �c

b, 2) if a �e1 b anda �e2 b thena �e1∨e2 b, and 3) if
a �e1 c andc �e2 b thena �e1∧e2 b

Definition 8 A processP of timing relationsR is acyclic
iff the transitive closure� of its scheduling relationsR sat-
isfy, for all nodesa, if a �e a thenR |= e = 0.

4 Compositional design criterion
We formulate a decision procedure that uses the clock

hierarchy and the scheduling graph of a Signal process to
compositionally check the property of isochrony. We start
by considering the class of Signal processesP that are re-
active and deterministic.

Definition 9 A processP is compilableiff it is acyclic and
its relationsR are well-clocked.

Property 1 A compilable processP is reactive and deter-
ministic.
Proof An immediate consequence of Prop. 5 in [13].

Next, we consider the structure of a compilable Signal
specification. It is possibly paced by several, independent,
input signals. It necessarily corresponds to a hierarchy�
that has several roots. When the hierarchy of a process has
a unique root, it is endochronous: he presence of any clock
is determined by the presence and values of clocks above it
in the hierarchy.

Definition 10 A processp is hierarchiciff its hierarchy has
a unique root.

Property 2 A compilable and hierarchic processp is en-
dochronous.
Proof A detailed proof is available in [13].

Example The hierarchies of processfilter (Section 1), left,
and of the buffer, right, are both hierarchic: they are en-
dochronous. Lete = ([y] ∧ [¬z]) ∨ ([¬y] ∧ [z]) and
f = ([¬y] ∧ [¬z]) ∨ ([y] ∧ [z]),

ŷ ∼ ẑ

ttttt
EE

EE
E

x̂ ∼ e f

r̂ ∼ ŝ ∼ t̂

rrr
rrr MMM

MMM

x̂[t] ŷ[¬t]
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By contrast, a process with several roots necessarily de-
fines concurrent threads of execution. Indeed, and by defi-
nition of a hierarchy, its roots cannot be expressed or calcu-
lated (or, a fortiori, synchronized or sampled) one with the
others. Hence, they naturally define the source of concur-
rency for the verification of weak endochrony.

Static checking isochrony Checking that a compilable
processp is weakly endochronous reduces to proving that
the roots of a process hierarchy satisfy property (2) of Def-
inition 2 by using bounded model checking (see [14]). Un-
fortunately, model-checking is unaffordable for purposes
such as program transformation or code generation. In the
aim of generating sequential or concurrent code starting
from weakly endochronous specifications, we would like
to define a simple and cost-efficient criterion to allow for a
large and easily identifiable class of weakly endochronous
programs to be statically checked and compiled. To this
end, we define the following formal design methodology.

Definition 11 If P is compilable and hierarchic then it is
weakly hierachic. If P andQ are weakly hierarchic,P ||Q
is well-clocked and acyclic thenP ||Q is weakly hierarchic.

By induction on its structure, a processP is weakly hi-
erarchic iff it is compilable and its hierarchy has rootsr1..n

such that, for all1 ≤ i < n, Xi = V(�ri), Pi = P |Xi

is weakly hierarchic and the pair(
∏i

j=1 Pj , Pi+1) is well-
clocked and acyclic. A proof of Theorem 1 appears in [14].

Theorem 1
1. A weakly hierarchic processP is weakly endochronous.
2. If P,Q are weakly hierarchic andP ||Q is well-clocked
and acyclic thenP andQ are isochronous.

A compositional design methodology Our static crite-
rion for checking the composition of endochronous pro-
cesses isochronous defines a cost-effective methodology for
the integration of components in the aim of architecture ex-
ploration or simulation. Interestingly, this formal method-
ology meets most of the engineering practice and industrial
usage of Signal: the real-time simulation of embedded ar-
chitectures (e.g. integrated modular avionics) starting from
heterogeneous functional blocks (endochronous data-flow
functions) and architecture service models.

Example of a loosely time-triggered architecture We
consider a simple yet realistic case study build upon the
examples we previously presented. We wish to design a
simulation model for a loosely time-triggered architecture
(LTTA). The LTTA is composed of three devices, awriter,
abus,and areader. Each device is paced by its own clock.

At the nth clock tick (timetw(n)), thewriter generates
the valuexw(n) and an alternating flagbw(n). At any time
tw(n), the writer’s output buffer(yw, bw) contains the last

value that was written into it. Attb(n), the bus fetches
(yw, bw) to store in the input buffer of the reader, denoted by
(yb, bb). At tr(n), thereaderloads the input buffer(yb, bb)
into the variablesyr(n) andbr(n). Then, in a similar man-
ner as for an alternating bit protocol, the reader extracts
yr(n) iff br(n) has changed.

writer reader
? ?

? ?
· (yb, bb) - ·bus

xw

tw

(yw, bw)

xr

tr

(yr, br)

tb

writer

bus

reader

6 6

6 6 6

xw xw

xr xr

bw

xw

A simulation model of the LTTA To model the LTTA
in Signal, we consider two data-processing functions that
communicate by writing and reading values on an LTT bus.
In Signal, we model an interface of these functions that ex-
poses their (limited) control. Thewriter accepts an inputxw

and defines the boolean flagbw that is carried along with it
over the bus. The reader loads its inputsyr andbr from the
bus and filtersxr upon a switch ofbr. Thebus is simulated
by a pair of buffers that forward the inputsyw and bw to
the reader. The clockcb is not used since the buffers have
local clocks. Finally, the processltta is defined by its three
componentsreader, bus andwriter.

xr = reader(yr,br,cr)
def
= (xr =yr when filter(br) || ŷr =[cr])

(yw,bw)=writer(xw,cw)
def
=

(x̂w = b̂w =[cw] || yw =xw || bw = not (bw pre true ))

(yr,br)=bus(yw,bw,cb)
def
= ((yr,br)=buffer(buffer(yw,bw)))

xr = ltta(xw,cw,cb,cr)
def
=

(xr = reader(bus(writer(xw,cw),cb),cr))

We observe that the hierarchy of the LTTA is composed
of four trees. Each tree corresponds to an endochronous and
separately compiled process, connected to the other at four
rendez-vous points (depicted by equivalence relations∼).
The LTTA itself is not endochronous, but it is isochronous
because its four components are endochronous and their
composition is well-clocked and acyclic.

ĉw r̂w ŝw t̂w

��
��

��

BB
BB

BB
BB

r̂r ŝr t̂r

~~
~~

~~
~~

11
11

11
ĉr

b̂wx̂w[cw]∼x̂b
w[tw] [¬tw]ŷb

w ∼ [tr]x̂b
r [¬tr]ŷb

r∼ŷr b̂r[cr]

[fr]x̂r
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5 Related Work

In synchronous design formalisms, the design of an
embedded architecture is achieved by constructing an en-
dochronous model of the architecture and then by automat-
ically synthesizing ad-hoc synchronization protocols be-
tween the elements of this model that will be physically
distributed. This technique is called desynchronization and
a thorough survey on it is proposed in [8]. In the case of
Signal, automated distribution is proposed by Aubry [1].
It consists in partitioning endochronous specifications and
synthesizing inter-partition protocols to ensure preservation
of endochrony.

In [9], Girault et al. propose a different approach for
the synchronous languages Lustre and Esterel. It con-
sists in replicating the generated code of an endochronous
specification and in replacing duplicated instructions by
inter-partition communications. As it uses notions of bi-
simulation to safely eliminate blocks, it leads to the con-
struction of a distributed program that consists of en-
dochronously connected programs. But again, distributed
code generation is also driven by the global preservation
of endochrony. In [11], the so-called property of weak
endochrony is proposed. Weak endochrony supports the
compositional construction of globally asynchronous sys-
tem by adhering to a global objective of weak-isochrony.
In [12], we propose an analysis of Signal programs to
check this property. However, we observe that it is far
more costly than necessary, at least for code generation pur-
poses, as it requires an exhaustive state-space exploration.
In [6], Dasgupta et al. also propose a technique to syn-
thesize delay-insensitive protocols for synchronous circuits
described with Ṕetri Nets.

In the model of latency-insensitive protocols [4], compo-
nents are denoted by the notion ofpearl (“intellectual prop-
erty under a shell”). A pearl is required to satisfy an invari-
ant of patience(which, in turn, implies endochrony [13])
and a latency-insensitive protocolwraps the pearl with
a generic client-side controller: a so-called relay station.
The relay station ensures the functional correctness of the
pearl by guaranteeing the preservation of signal flows (i.e.
isochrony). It implements this function by suspending the
pearl’s incoming traffic as soon as it is reported to exceed
its consumption capability. A technique proposed by Casu
et al. in [5] refines this protocol to prevent unnecessary traf-
fic suspension by controlling traffic through pre-determined
periodic schedules. The latency-insensitive protocol is a
compositional approach, and can be seen as a ”black-box”
approach, in that no knowledge on the pearl (but its capa-
bility to be patient) is required. Just as desynchronization,
Casu’s variant [5] is a “grey-box” approach, where knowl-
edge on the pearl is needed to synthesize an an-hoc con-
troller and, at the same time, ensure functional correctness.

6 Conclusions

The clock analysis at the core of our approach shares
similarities with both approaches (desynchronization and
latency insensitivity). It avoids the need for any explicit
suspension mechanism thanks to the determination of pre-
cise timing relations. This yields a cost-effective methodol-
ogy for the compositional design of globally asynchronous
architectures starting from synchronous modules. This
methodology balances a trade-off between cost (of verifica-
tion) and compositionality (of design). It maintains a com-
positional global design objective of isochrony while pre-
serving properties secured locally (endochrony) by check-
ing that composition is non-blocking.
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